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Proverbs 18 various verses English Standard Version

1   Whoever isolates himself seeks his own desire;

    he breaks out against all sound judgment.

2   A fool takes no pleasure in understanding,

    but only in expressing his opinion.

4   The words of a man's mouth are deep waters;

    the fountain of wisdom is a bubbling brook.

6   A fool's lips walk into a fight,

    and his mouth invites a beating.

7   A fool's mouth is his ruin,

    and his lips are a snare to his soul.

8   The words of a whisperer are like delicious morsels;

    they go down into the inner parts of the body.

13  If one gives an answer before he hears,

    it is his folly and shame.

15  An intelligent heart acquires knowledge,

    and the ear of the wise seeks knowledge.

17   The one who states his case first seems right,

     until the other comes and examines him.

18  The lot puts an end to quarrels

     and decides between powerful contenders.

19   A brother offended is more unyielding than a strong city,

     and quarreling is like the bars of a castle.

20   From the fruit of a man's mouth his stomach is satisfied;

     he is satisfied by the yield of his lips.

21   Death and life are in the power of the tongue,

     and those who love it will eat its fruits.

23   The poor use entreaties,

      but the rich answer roughly.

24   A man of many companions may come to ruin,

     but there is a friend who sticks closer than a brother.



Introduction:   One of the definitions for the word, communication, is this:  “To

express oneself in such a way that one is readily and clearly understood.”  The more

one talks though increases the likelihood that he or she will be misunderstood.

Several research studies have concluded that most people listen effectively to only

25-33% of what they hear.  That coupled with what people forget - oh well, we might

as well go home.

Illus.  In 1963 Adlai Stevenson spoke to the students at Princeton University.  “I

understand I am here to speak, and you are here to listen,” he said. “Let’s hope we

finish at the same time.”

Communication is such a vital area of our lives.  Marriages will die or grow because

of communication.  If we are to make the most of all of our relationships, we must

understand the importance of  good communication.

Illus.  A department-store clerk was demonstrating the efficiency of a window-

cleaning device by smearing margarine on glass and cleaning it off again.  Quite

impressed, one potential customer asked the definitive question, “How much

margarine do I have to use?”

Communication is complex.  Someone once said that whenever there is communication

there are at least six people involved:

The person you think yourself to be;

the person your partner thinks you are;

the person you believe your partner thinks you are;

plus the three equivalent “persons” if someone speaks -- besides you.

No wonder we have so many problems saying what we mean and having people

understand what we intended for them to hear.

Communication comes in different forms.

I.  Communication is Non-verbal.

A.  Gestures (body language)



Some of you may be already familiar with the famous Wackler eyebrow in the air.

My granddaughter, Gretchen, at age 5 is already famous for her eye roll.

Here’s a test:

Show hand gesture for suicide (gun to the head)

The OK sign

(Spock Hand sign) - “Live long and prosper”

Peace sign or victory - two fingers

nose wrinkled or holding one’s nose -  that stinks

rubbing finger over the top of other - shame on you!

Many times gestures are misinterpreted, and sometimes they aren’t.

Posture can many times, at least, indicate a mood or attitude.

Other non-verbal communication would include (in a non-Covid-19 world):

B.  Touch

Touching is recommended in some cases as a means of communication.  Touching

can heal a hurt, ease pain, communicate intimacy or passion.  Ministers and others

who would call on the sick or shut-in are encouraged to touch them to demonstrate

a caring attitude.  BUT  touching can also be painful if there has been abuse.  A hand

can hurt as well as heal.  Just as a tongue can compliment as well as cut.  Touching

just like body language also can be misunderstood.

A firm hand-shake says different things.  It might be viewed as a show of strength, or

friendliness, or sincerity or ______________.

Depending on who is involved,  types of touching can mean different things and may

very well determine what is appropriate.

A hug can carry the weight of all kinds of intent and emotion.

And then there is the kiss  -  there is a difference between kissing my daughter,

another young woman, or an elderly woman.  Kissing rarely would happen between

people with little or no past relationship in our culture (after a sermon in Mexico

years ago I was left covered in glitter).  One sort of kiss may be viewed as

compassionate and caring, the other might get you slapped or worse.



In the non-verbal arena:

C.  Some things are best left unsaid. (right, guys?; right, ladies?)

Most people would agree sometimes things need to be left unsaid.

Illus.  How do you like my new dress?  or the dreaded:  Do I look fat in this dress?

What do you think of this new casserole? Answer:  It’s interesting! - or OK.

Some things are best left unsaid.  But there are certainly some things you need to say, and

times when you need to speak.    Sometimes:

II.  Communication is Verbal.

Sometimes we need to

A.  Say something, even if it’s wrong.

Now, I don’t mean wrong morally or socially unacceptable.  What I do mean is that

just trying to communicate shows we care.   Many times even a minimal level of

communication will avoid much frustration.  We have all heard the expression: “well,

why didn’t you say so?” or say something!

Illus.  A stranger was walking down a residential street and noticed a man struggling

with a washing machine at the doorway of his house.  When the newcomer volunteered

to help, the homeowner was overjoyed, and the two men together began to work

and struggle with the bulky appliance.  After several minutes of fruitless effort the

two stopped and just stared at each other in frustration.  They looked as if they were

on the verge of total exhaustion.

Finally, when they had caught their breath, the first man said to the homeowner:

“We’ll never get this washing machine in there!”  To which the homeowner replied:

In?  I’m trying to move it out of here!”

There are things we need to do verbally.  E.g., there are times when it is appropriate

to confront.  By confront I do not mean to ridicule or demean or blame.  Actually

confrontation just like the discipline of a child should be done with love in an effort

to repair or correct, never damage.



Confrontation communicates to your spouse or others that you trust the strength of

your relationship and commitment to each other.  There is no growth in a relationship

where feelings are held back as a means to keep peace.

Confrontation can help unload hurt and starts healing.

Confrontation provides feedback.  There is the possibility that you were wrong.

Have you noticed, men and women view things differently?

Illus.  When asked who you would want to catch you on a trapeze, the women are

thinking trust - the men, strength.

Confronting is not attacking.  It is a sincere attempt motivated from love to heal

hurts, correct wrongs, and see growth as a result.

There are other times when it is appropriate to confess.

Confession can result in forgiveness if the individual is sorry (apology) and especially

if the other party is committed to the relationship.  That is why God forgives us when

we repent and ask to be made clean. (I John 1:9)

When we are communicating verbally, we need to:

B.   Use “understandable” words to convey meaning

Illus.  If Jesus came to certain theological schools today and asked the professors,

“And you, who do you say I am?” what do you think they might reply?

Some might answer, “You are the eschatological manifestation of the kerygma in

which we recognize the ultimate significance of our interpersonal relations.”

And Jesus would probably say, “WHAT?!”

Illus.  “The difference between the right word and the almost-right word is the

difference between lighting and the lightning bug” - Mark Twain

Both are pretty to watch and give off light, but lightning will kill you.  In relationships

the wrong words may mean the difference between life and death or the sofa and

your own bed.



Sometimes we “beat around the bush.”

C.   All communication is relational (built on history), even with us.

As time passes with  people we love, we know both what we can say that will be

acceptable and how we must say it.

Zelda Marvel thought I was the greatest preacher that ever came to Deland, Illinois.

Cary McBee, Lucille Hays and others in Deming were very complimentary about

my abilities.  Kathy and Kyle Jones have been here a few times from Midland to

support me in ministry.  Greg and Vickie Bigler have supported my ministry for

more than 20 years.

Yet, there have been others in my congregations, and here as well, who don’t yet see

me with the clouded lens of subjectivity that comes with a deep friendship.  In fact

there are people here who I imagine do not care for me - as hard as that might be to

comprehend and believe.  Right?

WHAT’S THE DIFFERENCE?  -  RELATIONSHIP.

Just like you, I have said things that have UNintentionally hurt people’s feelings.  I

always apologize IF I know there is a problem and say something like this:

“If you knew how much I love and care about you and your family, you would know

that I would never intentionally harm you with words or any other way.  I don’t

always say what I mean, and you don’t always hear what I said.”

When it comes right down to it:

III.  Communication is Conduct.
In the original K.J.V. or Authorized Version (A.V.) of the Bible, the word:  conversation

meant conduct.

I Peter 3:1-2 KJV  1 Likewise, ye wives, be in subjection to your own husbands; that,

if any obey not the word, they also may without the word be won by the conversation

of the wives;   2 While they behold your chaste conversation coupled with fear.

I Peter 3:1-2 ESV  1 Likewise, wives, be subject to your own husbands, so that even if

some do not obey the word, they may be won without a word by the conduct of their

wives,  2 when they see your respectful and pure conduct.



The most critical area of communication is:

A.  Listening

Good listening is traditionally defined as effective sensing, interpreting, and evaluating

the other person’s meaning.  An anonymous maxim goes like this:  “I know you

believe you understand what you think I said, but I’m not sure you realize that what

you heard is not what I meant.”

All of us spend much more time listening than talking, reading, or writing, but most

of us have never had a course on listening - only public speaking or the dreaded oral

communications, or creative writing courses and the like.

Sometimes we do not hear well.  Sometimes we weren’t listening.  Listening to your

spouse or friend means you value them as a person - what they think matters.

Illus.  L.C.C. Counseling class.  We listened and then repeated what we understood.

It is amazing how poor most of us are at the art of listening.  Listening is difficult,

and familiarity with the speaker many times does not help either.  Some of us may

feel we know what is going to be said already.

Listening can be therapeutic.  After many counseling sessions where 99% of all

talking is done by the counsellee, you hear - “thanks for helping me with my problem.”

Sometimes listening is no more than a safe, confidential place to work through emotions.

To be an effective listener there is an ingredient that must be in the recipe.

B.  Compassion - empathy

Caring about people and their needs says a great deal about your character and

what motivates you as an individual.  It shows you don’t live in a world where you

need to be at the center (egotist).  When you listen with an empathetic ear, you try to

put yourself in the other person’s shoes.  We all speak from the context of all our life

experiences - and some have been mistreated and abused, others have had too high

expectations put on their lives, while still others have never been challenged or given

permission to do much of anything.  Everyone needs to be approached differently.

We need to hear the pain and joy in people’s lives when we listen.

Another aspect of our conduct that communicates is:

C.  Sacrifice

In a hedonistic world where many people are in relationships for only what they can

get, it becomes increasingly difficult to see models of sacrifice.



Illus.  The spouse who stays through the terminal cancer, the disfiguring accident,

the bankruptcy, the loss of a child or a job.  Actions do speak louder than words -

DON’T THEY?

Conclusion:    It takes two to communicate.  Communication is more than talking,

or listening.  It is the sharing of thoughts, feelings, and needs.  It is the sharing of

ourselves.  Even though there is risk involved, it is worth it.  Regarding the marital

relationship, Jesus said:  Matthew 19:4-6 ESV   4 ...“Have you not read that he who

created them from the beginning made them male and female,  5 and said, ‘Therefore

a man shall leave his father and his mother and hold fast to his wife, and the two

shall become one flesh’?  6 So they are no longer two but one flesh. What therefore

God has joined together, let not man separate.”

GOD COMMUNICATED LOVE TO US in NON-VERBAL WAYS: John 20:24-29

ESV  24 Now Thomas, one of the twelve, called the Twin,[a] was not with them when

Jesus came.   25 So the other disciples told him, “We have seen the Lord.” But he said

to them, “Unless I see in his hands the mark of the nails, and place my finger into the

mark of the nails, and place my hand into his side, I will never believe.”  26 Eight days

later, his disciples were inside again, and Thomas was with them. Although the

doors were locked, Jesus came and stood among them and said, “Peace be with

you.”  27 Then he said to Thomas, “Put your finger here, and see my hands; and put

out your hand, and place it in my side. Do not disbelieve, but believe.”  28 Thomas

answered him, “My Lord and my God!”  29 Jesus said to him, “Have you believed because

you have seen me? Blessed are those who have not seen and yet have believed.”

GOD COMMUNICATED LOVE TO US in VERBAL WAYS (READ John 14:1-14)

Read God’s Word.  Devour the food that is there and it will transform your life.

Much of the Gospels is a record of God speaking through Jesus to us!

GOD COMMUNICATED LOVE BY HIS CONDUCT - The Cross not only

demonstrates love and sacrifice, but forgiveness and grace.  Even while Jesus was

dying for us, He had us and others in mind.

Jesus Christ although never married becomes for husbands the perfect model for

communicating love and devotion to the wife.   In Ephesians 5 it paints a word

picture of the perfect husband and wife.  Good, loving communication in all its forms

will always improve relationships while still remembering the words of the apostle

Paul where he defines love in I Corinthians 13:4-8a ESV.    CLOSE


